We describe the performance of the EXAM detector during its five hour balloon flight in 1988 . EXAM is an experiment designed to search for cosmic rays of extragalactic origin which are made of antimatter . The EXAM technique to identify antinuclei is unique, being based on higher order corrections to electronic stopping power of charged particles, and on the response characteristics of CR-39 track-etch detectors, plastic scintillators, and Cherenkov radiators. Included to the present paper are the completed analysts of the electronic detectors, and preliminary results of the analysis of the track-etch detectors, including a demonstration of our ability to match particles identified with the drift tube tracking elements during the flight with their tracks found in the passive CR-39 detectors. When the CR-39 analysis is complete, we will have approximately 10000 events for which antimatter analysts can be made .
Introduction
Ten years ago we developed the EXAM technique (fox extragalactic antimatter) which was claimed to be capable in principle of directly identifying heavy antinuclei in the cosmic radiation [1] . The proposed technique was unusual in that it did not require a magnet or calorimeter, but relied on details of energy loss processes of relativistic charged particles in matter and the response characteristics of various types of particle detectors. The promise of the technique was that it would be capable of extending searches for antimatter in the cosmic rays to levels = 10 -6 , lower than possible with calorimeters, magnets or geomagnetic techniques (= 10 -4 ), even allowing for the fact that the EXAM technique is not sensitive to antinuclei with atomic number less than ten . This improvement by two orders of magnitude would be crucial to surpass the level of = 10 -5 expected for the fraction of extragalactic cosmic rays near the Earth [2] . For various theoreti-cal and indirect experimental reasons most cosmologists reject the possibility of the existence of large quantities of antimatter outside of our galaxy . However, the fact remains that no experiment has been done which directly excludes extragalactic objects from being made of antimatter [2] . Furthermore, there is still no compelling model of how an initial matter-antimatter symmetric universe could have evolved to an anti symmetric one (baryo-genesis). The missing ingredients are evidence for baryon non-conserving processes, and a clear understanding of CP violation. Subsequent to our initial proposal for EXAM we were funded to build the experiment . On 4 September 1988, at 8:00 AM local time, the experiment was launched from Prince Albert, Saskatchewan . It achieved an altitude of 36 .0 km (5 g/cm2 residual atmosphere) at 11 :00 AM . It remained at float altitude until 4 :00 PM, at which time the flight was terminated to prevent the balloon from being swept by strong westerly winds into a wild and remote area for which recovery would have been difficult if not impossible . As such the flight was terminated well short of the 20 h requested, and of the time anticipated in the original proposal (which claimed an antimatter limit approaching 10 -6 for several 40 h flights). Furthermore, about half the short flight was devoted to acquiring particles with small charge for calibration purposes and to tuning high voltages, so the time available for collecting the iron group nuclei which are most sensitive to the higher order corrections required for the antimatter search was only about 2.5 h. Nevertheless we acquired sufficient data for a realistic evaluation of the technique, even though we do not have enough data to be able to surpass the current world record of 1 .4 X 10 -4 for the limit on antinuclei with atomic number greater than nine [3] . cm' for a total of 1080 sheets. The total area covered was 4.18 m2. The stacks were mounted on a 1.05 cm thick aluminum honeycomb panel.
Below the Cherenkov light integration box (described below) was the second layer of CR-39 stacks . The mounting and construction was similar to that of the top CR-39 array. The total number of stacks that could be loaded on this layer was 288, in a 12 X 24 pattern. However, only 192 stacks were loaded (in a 12 X 16 pattern) due to a reduction of the experiment sensitive area shortly before the flight . This reduction was necessitated by a 200 kg weight reduction imposed by the balloon launching organization several months prior to the flight. As with the top CR-39 layer, six sheets were placed in each stack, for a total of 1152 sheets . The area covered by the bottom CR-39 was 4.46 m2.
Scintillators
Under the top CR-39 array was SI, consisting of two adjacent slabs, S1-A and S1-B, of 2.54 cm thick Bicron BC-412 scintillator . Originally there were three such slabs, but one was removed due to the weight reduction requirement mentioned above. Each slab had dimensions 100.1 X 137.9 em 2. The left and right sides of each detector segment were coupled via adiabatic light pipes to six RCA 4900 photomultiplier tubes (PMTS), which had 7.62 cm diameter photocathodes, and which were enclosed in magnetic shields. To prevent space-charge saturation for the heavily ionizing flight events, the PMT divider chain utilized only the first six dynodes of the tube . The two slabs were separately wrapped in electrostatic shielding material, which had a black opaque plastic exterior, and a dull metallic interior . Four charge sensitive preamplifiers were connected to each slab, with two groups of three PMTS on each side of each slab being passively summed at the preamp inputs . Each preamp was fed to a fast shaping amplifier. The two shaping amps on each side were fed to a linear fan-in, with two outputs, one going to a discriminator, and the other to a 10-bit peak sensing analog to digital converter (ADC). The discriminator was used in the event trigger logic and to provide a stop signal for a time to digital converter (TDC). Tests with sea level cosmic rays demonstrated a collection efficiency of about 1000 photoelectrons per singly charged minimum ionizing particle at normal incidence. Tests with 24 'Am a particles showed that the standard deviation of collection efficiency of the two sides summed together was 7% over the entire surface of an S1 slab .
The detector labeled S2 in Fig. 1 consisted of three slabs of BC-412 plastic scintillator, S2-A, S2-B, and S2-C, each 0.61 cm thick, and each with dimensions These PMTs used the same divider chain as the tubes viewing the CKL slabs directly . The LIB had space for 40 PMTs, but only 20 were used for the flight to reduce weight . Groups of three or four PMTs were passively summed at the inputs to a total of six charge sensing preamplifiers. The six preamp outputs were fanned in to summing amplifiers, with a single output that was fed to a shaping amplifier . photoelectrons were collected from the LIB, and 17 from the light piped PMTS for relativistic singly charged particles. These tests also showed that the total summed Cherenkov signal was independent of position and angle of incidence at the several percent level. Flight data showed that the cross-talk between different CKL slabs was quite small: that is, when one slab was hit almost all the light was collected by the light pipes on that slab and the LIB, with no more than a few percent appearing at the light pipes of other slabs. Fig. 3b illustrates the novel approach we took in the mounting of the PMTS to the edges of the scintillators and Cherenkov radiators. To maintain strength without recourse to external mounting brackets, we chose to use the detectors themselves as parts of the light pipes. To these were attached by means of screws and inserts the main parts of the light pipes. Optical coupling grease was spread in the region between the light pipe and detector . To attach the PMTs, we glued disks of polymethylmethacrylate to the tubes, mounted inserts and screws into the disks, and screwed the PMTS into inserts in the end of the light pipes [6] . This provided a robust mechanical mounting system which had the added benefit of making PMT replacement a trivial procedure. Optical grease was placed on the surface between the disk and the light pipe . The size of the screws is exaggerated in Fig. 3b . The reduction in light collection due to the obscuring screws was of the order of 1% . Care was taken to apply sufficient tension to the wires to maintain deflection at the center of the wire to less than 250 wm (including the electrostatic effects of the high voltage applied to the wire). This was checked after all modules were built by an electro-mechanical technique based on resonance of the wire induced in a magnetic field by an alternating current [7] . The small number of drift tubes failing the initial check were re-strung and re-tested before being mounted in the instrument . Amplifier-comparator cards were built and mounted on the ends of the drift tube modules. The comparator threshold was set to 1/3 of the peak signal of a relativistic iron nucleus. This setting was made to achieve a balance between too low a discriminator setting, which would result in excessive numbers of spurious triggers on delta rays for the heavily charged particles like iron [81, and too high a setting, which would result in reduced efficiency for lowly charged particles like neon, which are near the sensitivity limit of the antimatter detection scheme .
The drift tube TDC system was used in a common stop mode, with 9-bit resolution, and with a sensitivity of 3.25 ns per channel. The maximum drift time for flight conditions was calculated to be 0.88 ws, about half the range for the TDC configuration .
The drift tube modules were used to form two arrays, with a mean vertical separation of 68 .9 cm . Each array was composed of a set of two rows of short tubes oriented at right angles to two rows of long tubes. The top array consisted of 64 long tubes and 128 short tubes. The bottom array had 80 long tubes and 112 short tubes (the 32 tubes which were removed to save weight were single 16 tube modules located at either end of the lower short tube array) . To remove left-right tracking ambiguities the wire centers of four rows of parallel tubes of the top and bottom arrays did not lie along the same vertical lines. Fig. 4 illustrates the inherent resolution capabilities of the drift tubes, determined with sea level cosmic rays for one short module oriented on its side in a bench test, so that tracks with eight tubes could be obtained . The data imply a single tube standard deviation of 175 wm .
.6 . Data acquisition
An on-board LSI 11/23 microprocessor controlled data acquisition, and sent data asynchronously in sequences of 50 words over the CAMAC dataway to a custom built pulse code modulation (PCM) encoder which resided in the main CAMAC crate (a second CAMAC crate was devoted to the drift tube TDC system). The 50 word sequences were prefixed at the PCM encoder with a user-defined synchronization word and a blank word, and then sent in bi-phase to two on-board transmitters, from which they were sent to Earth at 64 kbit/s, where they were received by the ground support station. This consisted of a PCM decoder, a PDP 11/73 computer, and a Cypher 3200 bpi tape drive. During flight, the ground support system was used to monitor the performance of the detectors, which allowed us to make appropriate modifications to PMT and drift tube high voltage with a set of up-link commands . Four types of data frames were telemetered to the ground : 1) a primary data frame consisting of ADC and TDC values, and identification codes for the hit detectors; 2) an overflow frame to contain event data which would not fit in the primary frame (in case large numbers of drift tubes and/or PMT channels were hit) ; 3) a housekeeping data frame to read out data on temperatures, pressures, flow rates, drift tube currents, low voltages and high voltages ; 4) calibration data frames to monitor performance of the TDC and ADC systems.
Power system
Lithium batteries were used with large capacity voltage regulators to provide instrument power for the NIM and CAMAC crates, amplifiers, and high voltage supplies . The total power dissipated was 870 W.
Gondola characteristics
The instrument frame was designed to slide along rails from an external support cart onto rails inside of the elongated EXAM gondola. Preparation of the instrument was done on the external cart, which was surrounded by a large black tent to minimize light leaks. The gondola shells consisted of three parts: two hemispherical spun aluminum end-caps and an aluminum cylindrical mid-section . All wall thicknesses were about 2 mm . The diameter of all three elements 2.8. Geometrical factor was 244 cm . The length of the assembled shell was 720 cm . The entire surface of the gondola was covered with 2.54 cm of white Ethafoam . The experiment's internal gaseous environment consisted of normal air at slightly elevated pressure (so we could check for leaks) . Exhaust gas from the drift tube system was dumped to the interior of the gondola. The gondola volume was so large (28 m3) that no attempt was made to purge the interior of oxygen or water vapor. It was believed that the instrument would be warm enough so that condensation would not be a hazard . And the drift tube gas mixture that was used was chosen for safety reasons to eliminate the possibility of an explosion.
The weights of the various elements of EXAM are listed in Table 1 .
As flown, the geometrical factor of EXAM was 4.2 mz sr . Had the various elements not been removed, the geometrical factor would have been 5.7 mZ sr .
Several details of the flight have already been given in section 1. During the flight, approximately 600 000 events were acquired . age was decreased later in the flight to compensate for the reduced gas density, due to the gondola leak, thus maintaining a nearly constant ratio of electric field to density (and thus minimizing variations in drift velocity throughout the flight).
The temperature variation of 12°C throughout the flight is small enough so that corrections can be applied to track etch-rate to compensate for the temperature dependence of track etching in the CR-39. Temperature sensors were placed at 12 evenly spaced intervals on each of the CR-39 frames to permit good knowledge of the temperature at the time of exposure . The observed variation is small enough so as not to have a serious effect even if not corrected for. As an illustration of this, Fig. 6 shows data from a 1980 balloon flight carried out by three of us (Ahlen, Price, and Tarlé). For this flight, several sheets of CR-39 were placed above a 1 cm thick slab of lead, and several sheets were placed below the lead . By comparing the cone size in the three surfaces above the lead with those in two surfaces below the lead, charge and velocity were determined . The expected charge resolution of 0.12e was degraded to 0.25e due to the -8°C to 16°C temperature variations during the flight . Since the EXAM flight had half the temperature variation of this flight, one expects the EXAM charge resolution to be no worse than 0.2e even if temperature is not corrected for.
The CKL and CK-LIB high voltages were fixed throughout the flight at 1159 ± 2 V. The S1 and S2 high voltages were varied to optimize the early and late flight stages for acquisition of low charge calibration events and iron group events respectively . Table 2 lists the various stages of the flight and the corresponding high voltage settings for S1 and S2.
Periods I to VIII and periods IX to X each had time durations of approximately 2.5 h.
Analysis of electronic detectors with flight data
Preliminary analyses of the electronics detectors were done at Berkeley, Boston, and Michigan from 1989 to 1991 [9] [10] [11] . Preliminary analysis of the CR-39 detectors was carried out at Berkeley and Michigan during the same period [9, 11] . Below we present a complete analysis of the electronic detectors carried out at Boston in 1993 .
The initial phase of the analysis required the development of an efficient drift tube tracking program. This program filtered out bad drift tubes by requiring any hit tube center to be closer than 5.08 cm and two standard deviations to the median position of the tubes that were hit in the pair of planes closest to the tube in question (including its own plane) . If after this filter there were tubes hit in at least three of the four planes for the appropriate projected view, a track was fit to the tangents of circles whose radii were determined by the drift distance vs . drift time function (which was calculated using measured drift velocity data [12] ). No more than one tube was used per plane, the tube used being selected arbitrarily if more than one tube survived the filter . In principle, the line representing the particle trajectory can go on either side of the circle corresponding to the impact parameter. Thus there are 16 possible combinations of hit points for four-plane events, and 8 possibilities for three-plane events . The fitting was done by using the best least squares fit track of those determined for each of the 16 or 8 possibilities. Corrections for angle were made so that a simple x or y vs z (z being the vertical coordinate) fitting procedure was appropriate (the angle was estimated by using the best of four fits using only the top and bottom tubes to determine possible trajectories, and the other two tubes or one tube to determine residuals) . Fig. 7 shows typical drift tube track fits for fast silicon events . Since there was no need for resolution better than 1 mm, no attempt was made to correct for PMT timing walk, scintillation light transit time, etc., since these effects were all small compared to the maximum drift time .
With the drift tube tracking information we were able to determine two types of geometric maps of scintillator response :
1) Maps were made in which the ratios of slal/slat, sla3/sla4, s2a1/s2a2, s2a3/s2a4, and s2a5/s2a6 were determined as functions of position in the scintillators (the notation used to describe the sides of the scintillators, slal etc., is defined in Fig. 2 ) . Prior to doing this, it was established that ADC and PMT response was linear, and event periods and detectors were identified in which performance was consistent . Data from stable periods and detectors were used to determine the ratio maps. Fig. 8 shows these maps .
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2) Maps were made of the spatial dependence of the geometric mean of the signals from the two sides of the scintillator slabs. These were determined using fast oxygen data . Data from the stable periods and detectors for the entire flight were used (and were corrected for the variations in high voltage settings). Fig. 9 shows the geometric mean maps . They are normalized to those signals for fast oxygen at normal incidence for 830 V for Sl and 1164 V for S2 . In what follows we will denote geometric mean by the abbreviation "gm" . We will denote slal, sla3, s2a1, s2a3, s2a5, ckll, ck13, and ck15 as left sides of the detectors and the other sides as right sides. The geometric mean of SI-A is therefore defined, for example, as :
With the scintillator maps and drift tube tracking information we were able to complete the analysis of the electronic data . Cuts that were applied to the data are indicated in Table 3 , along with the numbers of events remaining at successive stages . In Table 3 , note that x planes refers to the tracking projection perpendicular to the short drift tubes (so the coordinates of the particle track are determined for this view by the short tubes) . Similarly, y plane refers to the long drift tubes.
In subsequent sections, we will use the following notation for sorted data according to scintillator slab combinations : 1) corresponds to the pair SI-A and S2-A; 2) corresponds to S1-A and S2-B; 3) corresponds to S1-B and S2-B; and 4) corresponds to S1-13 and S2-C. Thus, for example, when we refer to Pass 13 .3 data we mean those events after Pass 13 which corresponded to hits of the slabs SI-B and S2-B . Note that the cuts which eliminated the most events were those on the number of drift tube planes hit and on the number of scintillator sides hit. This is due to the fact that the majority of flight triggers were due to carbon and oxygen nuclei which had poor efficiencies for triggering a large number of drift tubes and for making large enough scintillator signals to be above the discriminators for both sides of the detectors.
In Fig. 10 , we show the distribution of total drift tubes hit per event from Pass 13 .3 data (a perfect event would have eight tubes hit). The data are sub-divided into those events from the first half of the flight (roughly periods I to VIII) and those from the second half Fig. 9 . Geometric mean map for scintillators. Plotted are values of the geometric mean for fast oxygen events in S1 and S2 at normal incidence, normalized to 830 V for S1 and 1164 V for S2 . If normal attenuation were the only cause for spatial variation, the maps would be flat. Units are in ADC channel numbers.
(periods IX and X) . This is convenient since the first half of the flight consisted principally of particles in the neon to silicon region, while in the latter half of the flight, most particles were in the calcium to iron region . For this histogram, there does not seem to be any difference between the two classes of events . Fig. 11 shows the relative frequency of hits for all the drift tubes through Pass 13 . Note there were a few noisy tubes and a few tubes missing, including a single module denoted by tube numbers 161 to 169 and 225 to 232 (which probably had a failed power connection at the 16 channel amplifier-comparator card which plugged onto the module). The eight rows of tubes can be identified by the bumps in the histogram, which correspond to, with increasing tube numbers respectively, the top, second, third, and bottom rows of the long tubes, and the top, second, third, and bottom rows of short drift tubes. The gaps just before tube numbers 281 and 353 are due to the removal of the two drift tube modules that was mentioned above. In the track fitting, no attempt was made to exclude noisy tubes, as most of these were effectively removed by our filter . 
denote the wall, a sharp cutoff at a large TDC channel denoting the wire, and an enhanced density of points near the wire hit channel due to the rapidly increasing electric field near the wire (for a uniform spatial exposure of a drift tube by charged particles, the number of counts per TDC channel is proportional to the drift velocity at the location in the tube corresponding to the TDC channel; the enhanced density of points for large TDC channel corresponds to the increase in drift velocity with electric field -if a saturated gas were used, i.e. one where the drift velocity were independent of field, the TDC vs . drift tube scatter plot would be uniform) . In practice, smearing of the TDC channels at the wire and wall will occur due to various sources of time slewing, which in our case is dominated by the large rise time of the scintillator PMT shaping amplifiers (about 100 ns, which corresponds to about 30 TDC channels).
One TDC histogram is shown in Fig. 12a , where the calculated curve of drift velocity as a function of TDC channel is compared to a histogram of data from tubes on the bottom row for the first half of the flight . Also shown are data from the first half of the flight [11] for a particularly nice tube . The features of the data and the calculation are in reasonable agreement. Fig. 12b shows similar plots for the second half of the flight (except tube #222 is used instead of #150). Here the agreement of the bottom row data are not as good as for the first half of the flight . There is a noticeable enhancement of small TDC channels, again probably related to electronics noise or after pulsing induced by the larger signals of the iron group nuclei . There also may be a slight enhancement at large TDC channels due to delta ray hits (a heavy cosmic ray nucleus is accompanied by a swarm of delta rays, some of which will always pass close to the wire), but this cannot be too serious a problem since tube #222 is in excellent agreement with the calculation .
So called "perfect drift tube events" have been used to determine the drift tube resolution . These are events in which there is exactly one hit tube per plane for each of the two projected views. Trajectories were fit as described above, and the root-mean-square of the residuals for the four tubes was calculated . The results for the first half of the flight for the y-view (i .e . using the long tubes) are shown in Fig. 13 . There is a peak at about 0.6 mm . Half the events have an rms residual of less than 2 mm . We expect that the dominant sources of tracking error are timing walk of the drift tube signals, timing walk of the PMT amplifier signals, alignment errors, multiple scattering, delta ray effects and drift tube amplifier noise which can cause spurious late start triggers at the TDCs. Since the 1-2 mm resolution is adequate for our purposes, no attempt has been made to improve or understand the relative contributions of the various possible sources of error. rms of residuals for each event (mm)
Fig. 13 Root mean square of residuals for perfect drift tube events for long tubes during first half of flight.
Scintillator performance
Using the scintillator maps in Figs . 8 and 9, we are able to calculate a position-corrected geometric mean for each side of each scintillator slab that is hit. For example, if the left side of Sl-A is used to determine the corrected scintillation level, this is denoted by slalgm and is defined by : where mapgm is the map value of the geometric mean at the appropriate position, and map, is the map value of the ratio of the left-to-right side signals at the appropriate position . This means that each event yields four separate measures of dE/dx of the projectile . Except for energy loss fluctuations within a single slab, the four measurements are uncorrelated . Requiring agreement of these four signals is a powerful tool to reject nuclear interactions and events with poorly determined trajectories and map values .
In Fig. 14 we give an example of a comparison between the signals from the two sides of Sl-A . Data from Pass 15 for the entire flight have been used . The gaps correspond to the times when high voltages were being changed. Fig. 15 shows the ratio of the average geometric mean for S1 to that of S2 for Pass 15 .2 data . The are due to high voltage changes. The ten stable zones correspond to the time periods I through X described in Table 2 . Nuclear interactions appear as the scattered points well above the centroids of the stable zones in scatter plot . It is evident that period X has the largest fraction of iron nuclei, which interact more frequently than lighter cosmic ray particles. The median values for the ten stable zones were used to determine accurately the variation of gain with high voltage. In this way, we were able to correct for high voltage changes which enabled us to combine all data into one set. The normalization convention is that a normally incident fast oxygen nucleus has a geometric mean of 1 .00 for each side of each scintillator .
. Cherenkov counter performance
To help understand the performance of the Cherenkov counter, we introduce the "y-slope", which is the tangent of the projected zenith angle in the plane perpendicular to the long drift tubes. When the y-slope is positive, the projectile is moving away from the CKL readout sides ckll, ck13, and ckl5 . When the y-slope is negative the projectile is moving toward ckll, ck13, and ckl5 . Due to the directionality of Cherenkov radiation, one expects that ckll/ck12, ckl3/ckl4, and ck15/ckl6 will be sensitive to the y-slope. That this is so is shown in Fig. 16 , which is a scatter plot of ck13/ckl4 for Pass 21 .2 data . For normal incidence the ratio varies from 0.5 to 2. It is apparent that the CKL signals are more sensitive to directionality than to location . This is consistent with the fact that the attenuation length in the Cherenkov radiator is much longer than in the scintillators .
In Fig. 17 , we compare the CKL signals with the CK-LIB signal . We have simply taken the sum of the two sides of CKL-B, and we plot the ratio of this to the signal from CK-LIB as a function of the y-slope. Units are ADC channels . Again we see a pronounced correlation . When the projectile is normal to CKL, the ratio CKL/CK-LIB varies from 1 to about 3. For large positive or negative y-slopes, the ratio is between 3.5 and 4.5 . This reflects the fact that for inclined tracks, the Cherenkov light is preferentially collected by the light pipes.
.4. Determination of charge with electronic detectors
To determine charge with the electronic detectors we have adopted the following restrictions and methods of combining Sl and S2, and CKL and CK-LIB signals.
1) We correct all S1 and S2 signals for high voltage changes, normalizing to 830 and 1164 V respectively, so that fast oxygen at normal incidence has the gm signal of 1.00 for any scintillator side .
2) We require that the left and right side geometric means of each scintillator slab agree with one another within 10%. This eliminates events with badly fit trajectories and in locations of the scintillators with poorly determined mapping parameters .
3) We require that the arithmetic average of the S1 slab geometric means agrees with the arithmetic average of the S2 geometric means within 10%. This eliminates many, but not all, events with large energy loss fluctuations or nuclear interactions. 
5)
We reject events which are below the Cherenkov threshold (i .e . for which the CK-LIB signal is not above the ADC pedestal), since it is expected that low velocity antiparticles will not be able to overcome the galactic wind to penetrate our Galaxy [2] . 6) We define the Cherenkov signal as :
The sum of the CKL PMTS was divided by 2.5 so that the CKLIB and CKL signals would be equal on average for vertical particles (see Fig. 17 ). No attempt was made to map the Cherenkov response . 7) Both CK and S were multiplied by cos 0, where 0 is the zenith angle determined by the drift tubes.
A total of 16807 events passed all these cuts . Fig. 18 shows a CK cos 0 vs S cos 0 scatter plot for the 10000 events with the smallest values of S cos 0 which survived the above procedure from Passes 21 . Fig. 19 shows the corresponding charge histogram. To obtain this, we adopted a slight variation of the BTV model of scintillation [13] . If we denote Z as the magnitude of the charge of the projectile in units of the charge of a proton, 6 tor, I = 63 eV the mean ionization potential for scintillators to be used in the stopping power formulae, n = 1 .52 the index of refraction of the Cherenkov radiator, m the mass of an electron, c the speed of light, E m = 2mc 2/8 2 y 2 the maximum energy of a delta ray allowed by kinematics, To the parameter from the BTV model which characterizes the delta ray energy required to escape the core region of the scintillator around the particle track, F the fraction of dE/dx which escapes the core region, B, the parameter from the BTV model which characterizes the degree of radiation induced quenching in the core region, dL/dE the dimensionless scintillation efficiency (i .e . the ratio of the total energy of escaping photons to the energy deposited in the scintillator by the projectile), G a scintillator gain factor, S the scintillator signal for normally incident projectiles normalized to 2.5 for silicon, and CK the Cherenkov signal for a normally incident projectile (in units of channels according to the algorithm described above for combining the light pipe and light box signals), the scintillator and Cherenkov signals are given in our model by :
If y > 2.5, dE/dx is assumed to have the value according to the above formula for y = 2.5 . Note that all of the relativistic rise in scintillator signal is ac- counted for by the dependence in Fs on Lorentz factor, which has a different form than has been assumed previously [131 . Note also that we have not bothered to include delta ray or scintillation contributions to Cherenkov radiation. These obviously exist, but at a level low enough so as not to be required, especially since Cherenkov resolution is not nearly so critical as scintillator resolution in this experiment.
We were unable to find values of G, T, and B, which fit the data well from oxygen to iron . Therefore we divided the data into two regions: 1) for Z < 14; and 2) for Z >_ 14 . The parameters chosen for the two regimes are given in Table 4 . Fig. 19 and 20 show the charge histograms resulting from the above model. The charge resolution at silicon is about 0.21e, and that at iron is about 0.38e . The iron resolution is about 0.3e if we only include data from S1-A, which had both sides working properly during the last half of the flight . The relatively poor resolution one obtains with scintillators for relativistic heavy ions is due to their sensitivity to delta rays and to the suppression of the energy deposited near the core by quenching. Typically charge resolution is about three times worse for Z > 14 than one would obtain with a detector sensitive to all classes of energy deposition . 
Analysis of CR-39 detectors
Following termination of its flight, the experiment came down in heavily wooded and swampy terrain about 150 km east of Prince Albert, necessitating a helicopter recovery. To prevent the need for the rental of an expensive heavy lift capacity helicopter, which would cause a long delay in recovery, the decision was made to strip the experiment in the forest where it landed to bring its weight down to 1600 kg, which would be light enough to be lifted by a helicopter that was available at the Prince Albert airport. The hemispherical end caps were removed, along with the CA-MAC crates and NIM bins, the spreader bar and unnecessary rigging, the gas bottle and regulator, the crush pad and insulation, and everything else that could be removed easily. The experiment was then lifted out by the low lift capacity helicopter . During this process, a tarpaulin which had been attached to the open ends of the gondola midsection was blown off by the strong wind from the helicopter blade, and a large amount of CR-39 from the top array was scattered in the muskeg of the Canadian wilderness . In all, 85 of the 180 top stacks were lost . Fortunately, the top CR-39 is used only as a check on charge at the top of the instrument, in the event that a rare process were to occur in which the charge of a projectile actually increased as it was followed from the top to the bottom of the instrument . This could mimic an antinucleus.
Among the possible causes would be an interacting albedo nucleus or a charge exchange interaction which would result in an increased value of charge on the incident projectile. Both of these processes are ex- peeled to be quite rare, and to be very unlikely occurrences for the short flight time . Other than providing this check, the upper CR-39 is useless (if it were used as the primary detector in the antimatter search, numerous antimatter candidates would be identified due to the normal fragmentation of nuclei), and there would be no need to measure any of it . The CR-39 analysis discussed below involves only the bottom CR-39, of which 100% was recovered.
After the flight, the CR-39 was divided evenly between the University of Michigan and University of California groups . Michigan got the lower three sheets of each stack, and Berkeley got the upper three sheets . These two groups were responsible for etching the plastic, and for scanning and measuring the tracks with fully automated microscope systems that each group had developed. The sheets were etched in 6.25N NaOH for three weeks at 40°C in etch tanks with temperature controlled to better than 0.01°C, and normality to better than 1% . The amount of material removed from the Michigan plastic by general etching (= VG t, where VG is the general etch rate, and t the etch time) was 48 .55 wm [11] . Following the etch the sheets were rinsed in distilled water, dried and stored in wax paper envelopes. Results of the preliminary work done by these two groups can be found in refs . [91 and [11] . In 1992 (1993) the Michigan (Berkeley) CR-39 was transported to Boston, where measurements are now being carried out with a modest semi-automated microscope system . This system consists of the elements listed in Table 5 .
Unless noted otherwise, the CR-39 measurement results discussed below were carried out with the Boston system . observed to slow by comparing the cone size at the top of the top sheet with that at the bottom of the bottom sheet (i .e . sixth sheet from the top). In Fig. 22 and 23 we show two typical tracks which do not appear to slow through the six sheets . concern is whether the quality of etched cones degrades with time. To put this worry to rest we have recently made measurements of track etch rate of 30 cones from one of the two Bevalac calibration sheets used 12 years ago to originally establish the outstanding charge resolution of CR-39 with a relativistic iron beam [4] . The measurements were made of images obtained with a 100 X reflected light air objective in conjunction with the "IMAGE" image analysis program developed by the NIH, and available free of charge in the public domain . We will describe below in more detail the exact algorithms used for the measurements . For now we note that the measurements imply a charge resolution of 0 .20e per surface, compared to the result of 0 .24e per surface determined 12 years ago by measuring minor axes with a filar micrometer.
The Boston microscope system captures images from a CCD camera that are 768 pixels wide (H) by 512 pixels high (V) with 256 gray scale levels . To determine the optimal track measurement procedure we selected a cone from the Bevalac calibration sheet referred to above that is particularly difficult to measure : namely a high inclination track of a lightly ionizing charge, in this case an argon projectile with energy of 1 .86 GeV/amu and 30°zenith angle . After trying several different approaches the procedure described below was adopted for making quantitative measurements of track geometry . Figs . 24a-24e show images of this cone that were made with reflected light with a 100 X air objective at various stages in the selected procedure : Fig 24a shows a surface plot of the raw image . The minor axis is 26 Wm . The height corresponds to decreasing light level (so black is high and white is low). Fig . 24b shows an expanded view of the surface plot at the shallow side of the track . Fig . 24c shows the surface plot after the application of a median filter which reduces noise . With this filter, each pixel is replaced with the median value of its 3 X 3 neighborhood . Fig . 24d shows the surface plot after an edge tracing procedure was applied to the image of Fig . 24c . More precisely, two convolutions are applied to the image, one for a vertical derivative, and one for a horizontal derivative, in which gray scale values of pixels are weighted according to either The convolution giving the larger result is adopted . Fig . 24e shows the surface plot after application of the median filter again .
An ellipse is fit by the IMAGE program to the contiguous set of pixels on the outside of a thresholded image of Fig . 24e .
Once ellipse parameters are obtained, they are corrected for the aspect ratio of 0 .946 for the CCD camera/ frame grabber system we are using (i .e . a horizontal image of length 100 pixels will be measured to have a length of 94 .6 pixels if the CCD camera is rotated by 90°) . The length conversion factor for the corrected pixel measure (where the horizontal scale is regarded as fixed) is 5 .30 pixels per p,m for our 100 X air objective .
Once the corrected ellipse parameters are obtained, relevant cone parameters can be easily obtained with the following formulae, where s = Vt/VG (the ratio of track etch rate to general etch rate), 0 is the zenith angle, b = the cone minor axis, a = cone major axis, B = b/(2VG t), A = a/(2VG t), and Ay is the distance between the steep edge of the cone and the point at which the particle trajectory cut the post-etch surface (measured along the major axis) : (returned by the IMAGE ellipse fitting routine and corrected for non unity aspect ratio) by measuring 100 tracks from the original Bevalac calibration sheet. For each angle, we found that accuracies of the order of a few tenths of a degree are possible . This accuracy degrades to a few degrees for zenith angles of the order of 15°or less . Knowledge of zenith and azimuth angles from CR-39 cones is important in establishing which CR-39 tracks are associated with which drift tube tracks . Another handle on matching events is a comparison of V/VG with the scintillation signal . This point is illustrated with Fig. 25 , which shows the calculated minor axes of cones for oxygen, silicon, and iron nuclei at 30°at various energies, and at various positions in a stack of six sheets of CR-39 with the same thickness as used for the flight . The tracks have been normalized to 42 wm as the value of the minor axis of a relativistic iron at 30°(a relativistic manganese nucleus at 30°would have a minor axis of 40 .5 wm). The response function assumed is from a batch of CR-39 different from that flown, and may be different from the one for the EXAM plastic, but our conclusions here are independent of such details. If we suppose that it is known from electronic data that an event in question has a charge within one unit of iron, that it has a zenith angle of 30°, and that it has a large velocity, we see that there is an energy range of only a few MeV/amu for silicon that would be consistent with such a prediction, and that no oxygen event could simulate such a fast iron (because it would demonstrate considerable slowing throughout the six sheet stack) . So accidental backgrounds from the abundant silicon and oxygen species will not pose a problem if etch rate is taken into account.
Matching events in CR-39 with those in drift tubes
We have used stack #284 to establish our ability to match tracks in the CR-39 with those in the electronic detectors. We restricted our attention to highly charged tracks with 0 < 15°, and to the central 10 .2 cm X 10 .2 cm section of the sheet. There were five drift tube events heavier than argon which unambiguously satisfied these conditions (candidates with drift tube tracks Table 6 Geometric details of matched events for the middle part of stack # 284 (dt means drift tube) which could conceivably have hit the CR-39 outside of the area scanned were not considered) . Scanning of the CR-39 was done manually with a Nikon SC microscope, with a 4 X objective and 10 X eyepieces and having a large depth of field. The six CR-39 sheets were superimposed, enabling true events to be readily identified (the 12 cones literally "leap out" at the scanner) . Tracks were only considered which were not obviously slowing, and which had minor and major axes agree within 4% . The scanning process took several hours. Sixteen CR-39 candidates were found. Their cones on the top of the top Michigan sheet were measured with the procedure described above with the 100 X M plan air objective. Figs . 26a-c show bubble chart comparisons of azimuth angle, zenith angle, and predicted (Vt/VG -1 .5) for the CR-39 and electronic events, as functions of position determined either with CR-39 or the drift tubes. Bubble diameters are proportional to the various quantities . To evaluate track etch rate for the CR-39 measurements we assumed that VG t = 48 .55 wm [1l] . To evaluate track etch rate from the electronic events we assumed that Vt Z/ß \ 067 26 JI which is similar (but not identical) to the response of the original Bevalac calibration [4] . We also used the scintillation and Cherenkov model described in detail above to determine Z and (3 .
Perusal of Fig. 26 shows without much effort that four matches are easily identified. The fifth drift tube event also appears to be identified with a CR-39 event, except that the CR-39 cone is much too small, indicating possibly that a nuclear interaction occurred . Details of the matches are given in Tables 6 and 7. The drift tube tracks for the four matched events are shown in Figs . 27a and 27b . The most suspicious fit out of the eight shown is the x view for event 501326 . This is because it has two small TDC channels (corresponding to apparently large impact parameters) near the CR-39. As we have seen before, iron type signals have some problems with after pulsing which tend to make impact parameters appear larger than they should be . Thus one could just as easily have the correct x value at the CR-39 shift downward by several cm (but Table 7 Detector signal details for matched events in stack #284 (the last column is the ratio of (Z//3) as determined by the Cr-39 to that determined by the scintillators and Cerenkov radiator not upward!) . This is consistent with the bad match of x coordinates for this event as seen in Table 6 .
There are about 10000 events that we have electronic data for, and that should have tracks in the CR-39 sheets . During the next year we will scan and measure the bottom array of CR-39 to identify matches, and to determine the resolution of the CR-39/CK combination in measuring charge . We have presented results in this paper which are very encouraging that 
